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Building a wireless sensor network with use of RFM 12 modules - 
data exchange between nodes  
 

Abstract 

 

IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines Physical (PHY) and Wireless Medium 

Access Control (MAC) layers for wireless sensor networks (WSN). In 
recent years, many types of wireless sensor networks have been developed 

based on this standard. Currently, probably the most popular 

implementation of the mentioned standard are wireless ZigBee networks. 
Moreover, ZigBee provides functions normally attributed to the higher 

layers of network protocol stack. Among those the most important 

functions are: routing of data, data encryption and providing redundancy 
connections between devices in the network. We present a slightly 

different approach to the construction of wireless sensor networks. This is 

the beginning of series of papers about implementation of the IEEE 
802.15.4 standard and the previously mentioned expansion functions in the 

network, built with RFM wireless communication modules and ATmega 
processors. This paper describes the basics of compiling wireless 

connection and data transmission with using RFM modules. In addition, 

blocking and non-blocking types of connections between radio modules 
and ways to connect RFM modules with ATmega processors are 

described. 

  
Keywords: IEEE 802.15.4 standard, wireless sensor networks, RFM 

modules, ATmega processors. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Sensor systems have many applications. Fig. 1. presents the 

architecture of a sensor system. Devices in the system can operate 

in both hardware and software layer. In the hardware layer, the 

devices collect the measurement data and send the data to the 

gateway. The collected data may be related to current temperature, 

humidity, weather status or actually monitored patient health. 

Typically, sensors communicate directly with the network 

gateway, which transmits the received data to the server. 

Frequently, communication is one-way, that is, from sensors to 

gateway, but this is not the rule. The gateway, e.g., can transmit 

user commands from the server to the sensors. The software layer 

consists of a program installed on the server, which is responsible 

for receiving data from the network gateway, recording them in 

database and visualizing the status of the whole system [8]. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Architecture of a wireless sensor network [8] 

 

A wireless sensor network is built on the basis of the protocol 

stack. In sensor networks, we can distinguish the following layers 

of the protocol stack: physical, data link (media access control), 

network and application. Fig. 2. Shows the protocol stack used in 

a ZigBee network. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. ZigBee protocol stack [3] 

 

The application layer is generally defined by the API, by which 

the user can control radio communication modules. Data 

encryption is an example. The network layer is responsible for 

transmitting data in the network. The data link layer manages the 

order of access to media and the resolving of transmission 

conflicts. In the physical layer, we have a function for selecting an 

appropriate radio frequency and modulation rate. For RFM 

modules, only commands to configure the physical layer have 

been provided by the manufacturer. Higher layer functions should 

be defined by a programmer [3]. 

 

2. Connection between RFM modules and 
ATmega processor. Sensor design 

 

Each sensor consists of three parts: a microprocessor, a radio 

communication module and other peripherals, like: thermometers, 

optical sensors, relays and many others. The microcontroller 

ATmega8 is a processor based on the RISC architecture, with a 2-

cycle multiplier. Most instructions are executed within a single 

clock cycle. The processor is equipped with RAM, FLASH and 

EEPROM memories. FLASH memory stores the user application 

and defined constants, while EEPROM is available to the 

programmer and can store a variable state even after power is 

turned off. RAM stores variables currently used by the program. 

Fig. 3. shows the ATmega8 microprocessor in the PDIP housing [2]. 

Several peripherals devices are built in the microprocessor: an 

analog to digital converter, an interrupts system, two 8-bit and one 

16-bit Timers/Counters, thirty-two 8-bit general purpose registers. 

The ATmega 8 CPU clock speed is up to 16 MHz, but in the 

sensors described in this paper the clock speed is default – 2 MHz. 

RFM radio modules can act as a transmitter or a receiver. There 

are versions that operate at 433, 868 and 915 MHz. The bit rate 

may reach 115.2 kbps in the digital mode and 256 kbps in the 

analog mode. These modules can operate with 3 V or 5 V supply 

voltage. The microprocessor is connected to the RFM radio 
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module via an SPI interface, but on the processor side the SPI 

interface is emulated in software. Fig. 4. shows the RFM12 

module, while Table 1. Presents description of the pins [4]. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. ATmega8 in the PDIP housing [2] 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. RFM12 module in the housing [4] 

 

 
Tab. 1. Description of the RFM12 pins (D=digital, A=analog, S=supply, I=input, 

O=output, IO=input/output) [4] 

 

Definition Type  Function 

nINT/VDI DI/DO 
Interrupt input (active low)/Valid data 

indicator 

VDD S Positive power supply 

SDI DI SPI data input 

SCK DI SPI clock input 

nSEL DI Chip select (active low) 

SDO DO Serial data output with bus hold 

nIRQ DO Interrupts request output (active low) 

FSK/DATA/ 

nFFS 

DI/DO/ 

DI 

Transmit FSK data input/Received data 

output (FIFO not used)/ FIFO select 

DCLK/CFIL/ 

FFIT 

DO/AIO/ 

DO 

Clock output/ external filter 

capacitor/FIFO interrupts 

CLK DO Clock output for external microcontroller 

nRES DIO Reset output (active low) 

GND S Power ground 

 

As already mentioned earlier, the manufacturer of RFM modules 

provides commands only for the physical layer configuration. All 

data exchanged between the microcontroller and the module is 

transmitted serially. The bits placed on the SDI line are passed to 

the module at the time of rising edge on the SCK line, at the same 

time the nSEL pin should be in a low state. The state high at the 

nSEL pin initializes the SPI interface. Commands consists of two 

parts: a number of the command and parameters, eventually the 

data. The data is transmitted from the most significant bit. Fig. 5. 

shows the connection scheme between the radio module and the 

microprocessor [9].  

Not all the outputs of the module were used in this project of  

a sensor node. These which were used had the following 

functions: VDD and GND – power input, nSEL – all data is 

transferred to the module at the low state of this output, SDI – data 

input, SDO – data output, SCK – clock input, nIRQ – output 

which can generate interrupt in the case of a specific event. The 

module can be put into the sleep mode, which significantly 

reduces the energy consumption. In the case of a predefined event, 

the module wakes up and generates a signal on the nIRQ line. The 

signal on the nIRQ line can be generated, among others, by the 

following events: RGIT – TX register is empty, occurs only in the 

transmitter mode, FIFT – a number of bits in the receiver FIFO 

buffer reach a certain level (generated only in the receiver mode). 

POR – power-on reset interrupt – interrupt generated when the 

supply voltage level is changed or the RESET command is issued, 

FFOV – FIFO buffer overflow, works only in the receiver mode, 

LBD - interrupt is generated when the supply level falls below  

a certain threshold. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Connections between the ATmega and the RFM12 module [1] 

 

 

3. Data exchange between two sensors.  
Initialization commands and operation 
modes 

 

The transmission and reception of data is carried out according 

to the strict rules. Let us start with sending the data. The 

transmitter operates according to the scheme shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Sending data and transmitter initialization [7] 
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The first step is to set appropriate states at the outputs of the 

microcontroller, connected to the radio module. The procedure is 

shown on Listing 1. 

 

 

 
 

Listing 1. Initialization of the microprocessor ports connected to the radio module [6] 

 

Initialization of the input and output ports corresponds to the 

procedure portInit(), which first sets the high state on the 

pins CS (chip selection) and SDI (data output) and the low state on 

the clock line (SCK). Then, all these lines are set as the outputs. In 

addition, a LED diode that indicates the beginning and the end of 

the transmission, is connected to pin 6 of the port D . Macro 

WAIT_IF_NIRQ_LOW() is responsible for detection if the line 

NIRQ transits to the low state. This means that the receiver detects 

the data. After the initialization procedure, the FIFO queue should 

be reset. 

 

 

 
 

Listing 2. Procedure of FIFO queue reset [6] 

 

The procedure sends commands to the radio module to set the 

FIFO queue and reset the FIFO. All the commands sent by the 

microcontroller to the radio module consists of two bytes. For 

most commands, the first byte is the number of the command and 

the second byte consists of the command parameters. The above 

listing shows the command with the hexadecimal number 0xCA. 

The exact description of the commands can be found in the 

datasheets of the RMF12 module.  

The next step after resetting the FIFO is to initialize the state of 

the transmitter. Initialization is done by sending a series of 

commands to the chip. The most important of them are: setting the 

overall frequency of the transmitter (command number 0x80), 

setting the module to the transmitter mode (command number 

0x82), definition of the transmission channel (command 0xA6) 

and the choice of the bit rate (command 0xC6). Listing 3. shows 

the transmitter initialization procedure. In the main loop of the 

program, the data is sent periodically by the radio module, and 

other tasks of the microcontroller are executed. The beginning of 

the data transmission is indicated by the LED diode. First, three 

bytes of preamble are sent, and the value of each byte is 0xAA. 

After them two synchronization bytes are sent. The values of these 

bytes can be changed by using appropriate commands. The default 

value of the first synchronization byte is 0x2D and the second is 

0xD4. Next, the user data can be sent. The end of the transmission 

is signalled by three bytes of the footer. The value of each byte is 

0xAA [5].  

The initialization procedure of the receiver is similar to that of 

the transmitter. The initialization includes a series of commands 

issued to the radio module by the controller. The initialization 

procedure is shown in Listing 3 [6]. 

 

 

 
 

Listing 3. Initialization procedure of the receiver [6] 

 

Fig. 7. shows the initialization process in the state of the receiver 

and data receive process. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Process of initializing modules in the receiver state [7] 

 

In the state of the receiver, the module can operate in either 

blocking or non-blocking state. In the blocking mode, the receiver 

waits for the data over an unlimited period of time. In the non-

blocking mode, the waiting for data is limited to a specific 

segment of time. The counter which specifies how long the 

controller should wait for the data is decremented in the interrupt 

handling procedure. Listing 4. shows the procedure of initializing 

the microcontroller timer. Listing 5. shows the counter 

decrementing procedure (interrupt handling procedure). 

 

 

 
 

Listing 4. Timer 1 initialization procedure [6] 
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In the first line of the Timer 1 initialization procedure, the value 

of the prescaler is set to 256, which means that the timer counting 

will be at 256// oiclk . 

Line 4 in Listing 4. sets the timer in the CTC mode. This means 

that count will be followed from 0 to the value entered in the 

register OCR1A. The bit OCIE1A in the TIMSK register is set. 

This means permission to interrupt when the Timer1 counts to the 

value entered in the OCR1A. Setting the seventh bit in the SREG 

register causes global permission for interrupts. 

 

 

 
 

Listing 5. Timer 1 interrupt handling procedure [6] 

 

Listing 5. shows the interrupt service routine of the Timer 1. In 

this procedure, the variable tim is decremented. At the time 

when the value of tim is equal to zero, the waiting time for the 

data is interrupted. The Tim variable is always set at the entrance 

to the state of waiting for the data. The value of this variable 

should be adjusted to the sending data frequency. 

 

4. Transmission range for modules  
RFM12 – 433 MHz 

 

A wireless transmission node in addition to the wireless module, 

has several other components. The most important are: an LCD 

display, a temperature sensor DS18B20 and buttons to simulate 

gas and carbon monoxide. In addition, the node is equipped with  

a LED diode, which indicates the data transmission. Fig. 8. shows 

the wireless node. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. The designed wireless node [2] 

 

The gateway, as a measuring node, is equipped with the RFM 

module. In addition, the gateway connects to the server via the 

USB port. Figure 9. shows the designed gateway. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. The designed gateway [2] 

 

The most interesting parameter from the network designer point 

of view is the transmission range. Fig. 10. shows the dependence 

of the number of discarded packets as a function of the distance 

for RFM modules. It was measured for both open and closed 

spaces. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 10. The number of discarded packets as a function of the distance [2, 4] 

 

 

5. Conclusions 
 

Sensor networks are a rapidly growing branch of technology. 

The most important problems facing the designer of the network 

are: the development of protocols for data transmission between 

nodes, the development of access to the media and addressing 

devices on the network, as well as the design of data acquisition 

and storage of data on the server. 

The network security and data encryption are other important 

issues. 

Sensor networks are used in the design of intelligent buildings, 

industrial automation systems and prompting threats. 
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